OVERVIEW: NATURAL SEARCH
near the top of search results pages
for 20 keywords compared with six
keywords in 2011.
For its natural search rankings,
Internet Retailer measured 18 to 20
keywords across 20 retail categories
on Coogle and assigned points for
the top five paid and natural results in
each segment. The totals for the paid
and natural results for each keyword
were added together and the top three
results for each of these keywords
appear within their category.
The results clearly show that
overall and in particular merchandise categories it's the biggest
retailers that are the most visible
and rank the highest in natural
search. In 15 of 20 categories,
including apparel, consumer electronics and housewares, it was
big and well-recognized chain
retailers, web-only merchants or
consumer brand manufacturers that
accounted for the top three spots. In
the appliances category, Best Buy,
Amazon.com and Sears Holdings
Corp. accounted for 48% of the top
positions for category keywords. The
same scenario is repeated in consumer electronics, where the top two
retailers-Best Buy and Amazoncontrol over 40% of the category's
natural search points. In housewares
the top two retailers-Amazon and
Overstock.com-account for over
30% of all the category points.

Resources needed
The biggest retailers are garnering
the highest natural rankings in some
popular merchandising categories
because they have the marketing
and design resources, product brands
and merchandising know-how to
optimize their e-commerce and
mobile sites, say search marketing
analysts. "The pages that optimize
the best on Coogle and wind up
higher in the natural rankings are
the ones with genuine and useful
content and a good user experience,
and many big retailers are putting
a lot of resources into making that

happen," says MoreVisibility senior
director of optimized services
Khrysti Nazzaro. Drs. Foster &
Smith, a direct marketer and online
retailer of pet supplies, medications
and related merchandise, ranked
seventh in the food and drug
category. And that high ranking is
reflected in traffic to its e-commerce
site. Drs. Foster & Smith in 2012 is
drawing nearly 40% of its site traffic
from natural search, compared with
34% in the prior year, according to
search engine traffic metrics from
Experian Hitwise.
Drs. Foster & Smith works hard
at retaining its high spots on Coogle's
search results pages by keeping up
with changes like Panda and Penguin
and making its content highly unique
and diverse, says Internet marketing
and media manager Gordon Magee.
As a bigger direct marketing com.pany, Drs. Foster & Smith has the
resources and staff to implement
better ways to optimize and update
content, Magee says. The retailer
ranked No. 118 in the 2012 edition
of the Top 500 Guide with Internet
Retailer-estimated online sales of
$170.1 million in 2011.
To improve its natural search
results, Drs. Foster & Smith routinely updates its product pages with
better images and fresh content,
including videos, customer reviews,
product recommendations, questions
and answers related to its products,
and pet-related articles written by
a full-time staff of about 20 writers
and veterinarians. "There isn't a
secret sauce recipe to follow for
great natural search results, but you
do have to have engaging content
and develop some optimization best
practices," Magee says
The biggest retail brands will
continue to have a distinct advantage
over smaller merchants in natural
search rankings in some cases just
by virtue of their famous names
or depth of product selection, says
Rimm-Kaufman vice president of
search engine optimization Meg
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Thompson. "Natural search is
increasingly about brand recognition,
and that favors the biggest retailers
over smaller merchants that can
only focus on a couple of keywords,"
Thompson says.

Quality counts
But bigger doesn't always have to
mean better, because it's quality that
counts when it comes to natural
search, says eBags.com co-founder
and executive vice president Peter
Cobb. In the Search Marketing
Cuide's natural search rankings for
the accessories category, eBags.com
ranked fourth behind Amazon,
Overstock and Zappos, but finished
ahead of such bigger retailers as
Macy's and Nordstrom Inc. With
Internet Retailer-estimated sales
of$199.6 million in 2011, eBags
ranked No. 103 in the Top 500
Cuide, compared with No. 14 for
Macy's and No. 31 for Nordstrom.
EBags.com ranked first for
such individual keywords as "clutch
purses," "handbags" and "luggage"
because the retailer is constantly
refining its inventory of nearly
1.5 million specialized keywords and
phrases. The retailer employs two
full-time search engine optimization
specialists who constantly monitor
how high eBags.com ranks in Coogle
natural search results. "To stay ahead
of the behemoths we compete with
we monitor our natural keywords
in real time so we can make instant
adjustments when factors like pricing
and inventory change," Cobb says.
Qyality content that includes a
grow~ng library of 800 videos and
2.4 million customer reviews also
helps eBags.com stay atop Coogle's
natural search rankings. A wealth
of images also helps. On a typical
product page, eBags.com may
feature as many as six images of the
same product, compared with just
two or three on the other competing
accessories sites, Cobb says. "Coogle
rewards high-performance sites and
that includes eBags.com." •
www.internetretailer.com

